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Overview
Focus Areas
ProjectsM&S Modeling and simulation is the use of representations of the world either statically or over time for the purpose of analysis for decision
makers, training for operators, or acquisition for future system development. When compared to conventional training, field experimentation, or physical
prototype development, models and simulations can greatly decrease costs while increasing flexibility and capability in training and analysis. Core
Competencies The following is a list of our core competencies. Our faculty’s expertise and projects all fall within these categories: Augmented Reality &
Computer Vision Human Behavior Simulation Human Systems & Training Computer Gaming, Visual & Web-based Simulation Simulation Modeling for
Analysis Laboratory Facilities Simulation and Training Laboratory SAVAGE Laboratory Motion Capture Studio Vision Lab Featured Projects Behavior
Analysis and Synthesis for Intelligent Training Training Expert Navigation NPS Vison Lab Landing Signal Officer (LSO) Database Replacement Benefits
of working with the MOVES Institute Doing business with MOVES We are not motivated by profit so we can be objective and unbiased in all we do,
focusing on the objectives of the customer, not of our bottom line. We have a built-in cadre of subject matter experts – the Naval Postgraduate School
student body – who can focus their undivided…
Healthcare Simulation
AcademicsOverview The Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation (MOVES) Academic Program at the Naval Postgraduate School grants
Masters of Science and Ph. D. degrees. Our students are offered both fundamental and specialized courses in modeling and simulation (M&S), visual
simulation technology, combat models and systems, and best practices and tools in support of training, analysis, acquisition, testing and operational
capabilities. How can I get a modeling and simulation degree? Masters Degree The Masters program is a two-year, eight-quarter program whose core
covers the fundamentals of modeling and simulation. Several concentration blocks focus on a variety of important subspecialties. Core Competencies
Specialization Areas History and fundamentals of M&S Applied mathematics Computer systems Virtual environments Training and human systems M&S
systems lifecycle management Modeling (system, combat, real-world physics, VV&A) JPME level 2 Environmental models, 3D modeling, and web-based
technologies; Game-based systems, computer animation and computer vision; Discrete event simulation; Advanced combat modeling, including social,
cultural and behavioral modeling; Training systems and human factors The final accomplishment in the Masters Degree program is the completion of a
written thesis. This thesis is conducted on a research problem under the supervision of a MOVES faculty thesis advisor. Doctor of Philosophy The Doctor
of Philosophy program is typically a 3-year…
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TUESDAY, July 31, 2012
Note: all programs take place in ME Auditorium unless otherwise noted.
Time Program—Process Speaker
0730-0815 REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS
0815-0830 Greetings and MOVES Overview, Research & Education Systems
Seminar
Objectives CDR Sullivan, Ph.D, USN,
Director of MOVES
Session 1: Educational Initiatives and Status0830-0920     Moderator: Chris Darken
0830-0900 MOVES Degree Update Chris Darken
0900-0920 Medical Sim Certificate Quinn Kennedy
Session 2:  Influencing M&S Policy and Standards0920-1000     Moderator: Curtis Blais
0920-0940 Influencing M&S Standards Development – Part 1: MOVES Engagement
in the International Standards Bodies
Curtis Blais
0940-1000 Influencing M&S Standards Development – Part 2: Open-DIS using Web
Standards
Don Brutzman & Don McGregor
1000-1015 BREAK & Networking
Session 3a: Human Systems and Training (Performance Evaluation)  1015-1135     Moderator: Ji Hyun Yang
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1015-1035 The eyes:  Windows into the successful and unsuccessful strategies used
during helicopter navigation and target detection.
Ji Hyun Yang & Quinn Kennedy
1035-1055 An Analysis of Helicopter Pilot Scan Techniques While Flying at Low
Altitudes and High Speed
LCDR Christopher Kirby
1055-1115 The Effect of Mild Motion Sickness and Sopite Syndrome on Multitasking
Cognitive Performance
Panagiotis Matsangas & Mike McCauley
1115-1135 UrbanSim Scenario Validation Using a Reinforcement Learning Agent
(see names for download)
MAJ Brian Vogt & Bob Pokorny
1135-1305 Lunch
Session 3b: Human Systems and Training (Training Systems)1305-1445      Moderator: Wendy Walsh
1305-1325 SAC Fire Simulation Center Larry Davis
1325-1345 FEMA National Exercise Simulation Center Justin Legary & Karim Mahrous
1345-1405 Multi-player Online Games to Facilitate First Responder Training Milt Nennemen & Wendy Walsh
1405-1425 Virtual Environment Training on Mobile Devices: Joint Forward Observer
Training Suite – Mobile (JFOTS-M)
Maj. Craig L. Smith & Capt. James V.
Reynolds
1425-1445 MAST (Malicious Activity Simulation Tool) for Network Admin Training
& Evaluation
Gurminder Singh & Roy Longoria
1445-1455 BREAK & Networking
Session 3c: Human Systems and Training (Operational Systems)1455-1635    Moderator: Mike McCauley
1455-1515 Introduction to and a Progress Report on Transitioning IPARTS Mathias Kolsch & Mike McCauley
1515-1535 Analysis of Navy Carrier Landing Performance Neil Rowe
1535-1555 ROGUEVIDEO: CyberAttack Erik Johnson
1555-1615 Untrained Forward Observer (UFO) Translator Capt. Regan R. King
1615-1635 Tangible Virtual Humans: Meet Your New Role-players Amela Sadagic
1700-1830 Informal Reception – Herrmann Hall/ Trident Room
 
 
Agenda for Research & Education Systems Seminar
WEDNESDAY, August 1, 2012
Note: all programs take place in ME Auditorium unless otherwise noted.
Time Program—Process Speaker
0730-0815 REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS
Session 4:   Collaborative NWDC/NPS M&S Research0815-0940       Moderator: Curtis Blais
0815-0830 Technical Management / Coordination Curtis Blais
0830-0900 Modeling and Simulating Environmental Effects Peter Guest, Paul Frederickson & Tom
Murphree
0900-0920 P3 Puckster Partial Automation Chris Darken & LT Justin Ross
0920-0940 SAGE OptiPortal for NPS – NUWC Collaboration Jeff Weekley, Jeff Malnick & Don
Brutzman
0940-0955 BREAK & Networking
Session 5:  M&S standards and methodologies0955-1125       Moderator: Curtis Blais
0955-1015 Rich Semantic Track: A Unifying Information Model for C4I and M&S
Track Data Interchange
Curtis Blais
1015-1035 Towards a Discrete Event Methodology for Modeling Agent Behavior Arnie Buss
1035-1055 Bringing Physically Based Simulation into the Cloud Loren Peitso
1055-1125 Experimental Space-filling Designs for Complicated Simulation Outputs LTC Alexander MacCalman
1125-1250 Lunch
Session 6: Influencing M&S Policy and Employment1250-1350      Moderator: LTC Jason Caldwell
1250-1310 Marine Perspective Don Herod
1310-1330 Army Perspective Glen Hodges
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1330-1350 Navy Perspective Rob “Fatty B” Betts
1350-1400 Break
Session 7:  Computer Gaming and Web-Delivered Simulation1400-1530       Moderator: Perry McDowell
1400-1420 The Web Browser as a Simulation Platform Chris Darken
1420-1450 Three Vis-Sim Project Postmortems Perry McDowell
1450-1510 MOVES’ Visualization Capabilities Erik Johnson
1510-1530 MMOWGLI Don Brutzman
1530-1540 BREAK & Networking
Session 8:  Sponsor View1540-1630       Moderator: Joe Sullivan
1540-1610 Sponsor Meeting Invitation Only
1610-1630 Invitation Only
1630-1830 DEMO Night – WA 275/285, WA 211, WA 212 A/B, WA 267. Refreshments Available
 
 
Agenda for Research & Education Systems Seminar
THURSDAY, August 2, 2012
 
Note: all programs take place in ME Auditorium unless otherwise noted.
Time Program—Process Speaker
0730-0820 REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS
Session 9: Machine Learning and Human Behavior Simulation0820-0900          Moderator: Chris Darken                                
0820-0840 DaViTo Steven Bitner
0840-0900 Approaches to Event Prediction in Complex Environments Terence Tan
0900-0920 Subpixel Target Tracking in Remote Sensing Applications Maj. James Lotspeich
Session 10:  Human Behavior Simulation0920-1020          Moderator: Steve Hall
0920-0940 Behavioral Consequences of Communication Flow:  Modeling the
Impacts of Information Infrastructure and Service Availability
Operations
Steven Hall, Chris Darken, Jeff Appleget,
Prof. Andy Hernandez & LTC Chris
Nannini
0940-1000 Threat Model for Environmental Sensing and Terrain Reasoning Chris Darken & MAJ Francisco R. Baez
1000-1020 HTNs in COMBATXXI – Bringing AI Techniques Into Closed Form
Combat Sims
David Reeves & Imre Balogh 
1020-1035 BREAK & Networking
Session 11:  Simulation Modeling for Analysis1035-1115         Moderator: Arnie Buss
1035-1055 Evaluating Naval Counter-Piracy Effectiveness using Simkit Discrete
Event Simulation and the MMOWGLI Platform
LT Chad Hutchins
1055-1115 Low Resolution Simulation Screening of Early Stage Acquisition
Decisions
Maj. Shane Price
1115-1130 Wrap Up CDR Joe Sullivan, Ph.D, USN
1130-1230 Curriculum Review Meeting
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